Prescription Overview
Prescribed forestry actions for the subdivisions are based on the three tenets introduced
in the Purpose section; Public Safety, Resiliency and Recovery. Since these stands are
most likely self-sustaining and there is no desire to log for maximum timber value, the
emphasis is on safety and re-establishing aspen stands through tree removal and natural
regeneration. Harvested areas should have rapid re-establishment and growth of suckers.
It is proposed that a basic strategy be initiated, completing one or several harvest
projects on an annual basis ranging from <1-20 acres in size. Projects would be spread
out across the subdivisions and this report does not provide specific locations. They are
left to be determined on an annual basis as management priorities may change over
time.
Multiple variables where considered when developing the prescriptions. Four specific
prescriptions were developed for these subdivisions (Tables 3-6). The tables list the
silvicultural technique, a brief description of harvest type and understory/slash
treatment and other relevant items such as desired stocking levels. Once a prescription
is applied and the total acres of a unit are determined, harvest volume can be calculated.
Total volume is estimated using the area, cruise data and the Shepperd equation. For
Prescription 2, the harvest volume is derived from the total by multiplying by the
percent removal level. A partial thinning will lead to a visually appealing stand but have
reduced suckering due to shady conditions.
The prescription tables show a range for unit acres. Determining the acres of a harvest
unit is important to seedling success. Larger patch cuts, where all trees are removed
across a planned harvest unit is preferred over a series of smaller cuts. This is due to
browsing pressure on new seedlings. A patch-cut that is too small would soon be
overwhelmed by elk and the entire crop lost. The best way to counter heavy elk
browsing is via enclosures (i.e. fences). This is an added project cost but larger patchcuts (i.e. 20 acres) are expensive as well and may not be feasible on this landscape. The
balance between harvest unit size and fence budget needs to be considered during the
planning phase.
Elk activity can lead to additional detrimental effects post-harvest. More elk rubs on
existing trees can increase Cytospera or Black Canker. This leads to a negative situation
where the harvest project actually brings in an unwanted component. This should not
preclude a particular activity, it indicates that surrounding stands need to be monitored
for increased infection and possibly controlled with spot treatments. The enclosures
would ameliorate some of this by dispersing elk movement.

The timing of harvest can also impact the health and total number of aspen suckers. If
a stand is harvested too early in the season, they rapidly sprout but then are susceptible
to frost. Debyle and Winoker (1985) report for the western United States that harvesting
between July and November should lead to a successful number of new seedlings with
minimal weather damage.
Table 3 Prescription 1-Large patch-cuts in aspen

Harvest Method

Overstory removal (Logging)

Harvest Description

Cut to Length- All mature aspen cut to wholetree length (minimum 4-inch top diameter) by
Processor or Sawyer with tops and limbs left in
the forest. A Forwarder or Log Skidder brings
logs to a landing. The logs are either loaded onto
trucks or chipped into vans. Several mature trees
per acre can still be retained.

Understory/Slash Treatment

Mechanical Thinning (Mastication)

Treatment Description

A masticator makes a pass right after the logs are
removed and ‘mows’ down the remaining
standing trees and woody shrubs. This creates a
mulch layer less than 3.0 inches in depth. Any
remaining slash is left in forest to decompose.

Forest Regeneration Method

Natural aspen suckering

Desired Stocking Level

Greater than 2,500 suckers per acre after 2 years

Equipment Used

Track-mounted Processor, Rubber-tired Log
Forwarder, Masticator, Log/Chip Truck,
Chipper (depending on market)

Forest Products

Saw logs, Firewood, Clean wood chips

Cut Unit Size

5-20 acres

Constraints

Operating season, ground condition, soils,
terrain, visual impacts, 20% max operating slope
for Masticator

Potential negative effects

Increased elk browsing, ground-impact from
heavy equipment

Table 4 Prescription 2- Thin from below in aspen

Harvest Method

Thin from below

Harvest Description

Masticator makes a pass through the harvest unit
removing smaller trees and some decadent or
dead larger trees. Healthy, mature trees would be
left standing and undamaged.

Understory/Slash Treatment

Mechanical Thinning (Mastication)

Treatment Description

A masticator will remove woody shrubs at same
time as small trees. This creates a mulch layer less
than 3.0 inches in depth. Any remaining slash is
left in forest to decompose.

Forest Regeneration Method

Natural aspen suckering

Desired Stocking Level

Greater than 1,000 suckers per acre after 2 years

Equipment Used

Masticator

Forest Products

None

Cut Unit Size

2-5 acres

Constraints

Operating season, ground condition, soils,
terrain, visual impacts, 20% max operating slope
for Masticator

Potential negative effects

Decreased suckering, damage to remaining trees

Table 5 Prescription 3- Thin from above and below in conifer stands

Harvest Method

Aspen overstory removal/Conifer thinning

Harvest Description

Decadent aspen and/or intermediate and
suppressed conifer trees are cut by a sawyer with
tops and limbs intact. A Log Skidder brings trees
to a landing where a sawyer bucks into logs
(minimum 4-inch top diameter) and then loaded
onto trucks. Slash and small trees are chipped
and hauled from log landing.

Understory/Slash Treatment

Chip and haul and lop and scatter

Treatment Description

Most of the slash will be on the log landing and
would be chipped and hauled off site. A sawyer
makes a pass through the stand after logs are
removed lopping and scattering tops and limbs.

Forest Regeneration Method

Natural aspen suckering

Desired Stocking Level

Greater than 500 suckers per acre after 2 years

Equipment Used

Log Skidder or Skidsteer, Log/Chip Truck,
Chipper, chainsaws

Forest Products

Saw logs and Firewood

Cut Unit Size

2-5

Constraints

Operating season, ground condition, soils,
terrain

Potential negative effects

Ground-impact from heavy equipment, damage
to remaining trees

Table 6 Prescription 4- Thin Small-acre/Recreational Areas

Harvest Method

Single-tree selection and thin from below

Harvest Description

Individual trees or small clumps are designated
for removal and cut by a sawyer. Trees could be
dragged by a small skidsteer with grapple or
cables, removed by hand or scattered in the
stand.

Understory/Slash Treatment

Lop and scatter or hauled intact

Treatment Description

Following hand-felling, trees or slash can be
lopped and scattered in the stand or dragged out
whole-tree, treated at a small landing and hauled
away.

Forest Regeneration Method

Not anticipated with this prescription

Desired Stocking Level

-

Equipment Used

Skidsteer with logging attachments, chainsaws

Forest Products

Firewood

Cut Unit Size

varies

Constraints

Operating season, ground condition, terrain

Potential negative effects

Damage to surrounding trees

Bachelor Gulch

Figure 8 Bachelor Gulch neighborhoods

Table 8 BGVA Prescriptions

Community
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA

Aspen
Stands
1A
1B
1C
1D
1F
1G
1H
1I
1J
1K
1L
1O
1P
1Q

Acres
25
2.6
1.2
8.0
10.0
5.8
35.4
15.5
27.1
19.8
39.0
6.5
3.4
3.3
202.6

Prescription Community
2
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4

BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA
BGVA

Figure 9 Bachelor Gulch NE stands

Conifer
Stands
2A
2B
2C
2D
2F
2G
2H
2I
2J
2K
2L

Acres

Prescription

23.5
8.0
3.3
11.0
4.8
6.5
2.7
38.0
12.0
1.2
3.2
114.2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3

Figure 10 Bachelor Gulch SE stands

Figure 11 Bachelor Gulch NW stands

